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The Add-On contains the 2.02 version of the program. This version of the add-on can access to the classic and latest, Web
Archive versions of the search program (2.03) (for free). It can therefore be used for both versions of the program and allow the

user to access to the standard or the complete version. The difference between these two versions is that the classic version is
limited to a number of automatic archives that are fixed while the complete version is unlimited and can store up to 10 archives of
books. This version of the add-on is designed to work with the following versions: · 1.0 version of the program; · 2.0.1 version of
the program. 3-Add-On Description: This is an add-on for the program, created to access to the program's support community (in
the web). You can add, remove and change the URL of the community (in the configuration). It is possible to change the number

of new messages that are displayed on the main window according to the size of the community, since it is created to the URL that
was entered (the URL can be changed to a URL of another community or even blocked). You can also add/remove the e-mail

address that is used to receive the messages of the community. This add-on will not modify the original program but it will install
a new script that will appear when you start the program (and notifies the new URL). 4-Trick Description: An add-on for the
program that will allow you to choose between viewing the file as an image or as a text file. You can simply click on the file's

name (or the link) and the program will open a new window or page with the image (of the file) or the text. The link (image) is the
way to send text (file) by e-mail. 5-Download Description: An add-on for the program that allows the user to download a text file

containing all the links to the files you want (from a website). This download add-on will run without any need of an internet
connection. You can also specify the name of the file and the directory that the text file should be placed. The advantage of this
add-on is that you don't need to save the links (file) in a text file (you can do it after, even with the program you are using), you

simply need to insert the
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1. Main window for indexing and searching files and folders. 2. Bookmarks window: the bookmarks window shows all the data
already indexed. The user can select any item by a right click and can easily perform a search in other files. 3. Address bar of text
entered in the current window: the text entered in the text field is used to index the current file. 4. Filters: the user can modify the

words of the files which will be stored in the index. 5. Thumbnail window: all the data indexed are shown in the Thumbnails
window: this window allows to easy search for file from the current window and to navigate through the directories. 6. Diaries: the
user can create diaries (notes) to easily manage data as you wish. 7. Notes window: all the current data are shown in this window.
The user can create a diary or edit notes, all operations are done by double click on the note displayed in the current window. 8.
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Bookmarks window: the bookmarks window shows all the data already indexed. The user can select any item by a right click and
can easily perform a search in other files. 9. Recent files: the recent files window shows all the data that are modified in a previous
date; 10. Go to folder window: if you want to open a folder from the hard drive or CD then this window allows to select the folder
and the content will be opened; 11. Global search: the current window allows to quickly search a file by using several keywords or
symbols; 12. User's "file": the user's file window allows to easily search in the directory and in the content of the file; 13. Group

window: the group window allows to assign a group to a file or folder; 14. Search mode: the user can modify the search mode (by
specifying: files, folders, dictionaries,...) and can switch to the mode; 15. Column mode: all the windows can be displayed in a
column mode; 16. Zooming: by double clicking on the window, it is possible to make the window bigger or smaller; 17. CD

reader: the CD window shows a preview of the CD images; 18. Download window: the user can select the files which he wants to
download and to save them in a folder or a drive; 19. Copy window: the user can copy the data of the selected files into a folder or

a drive; 77a5ca646e
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2-Alt is a text indexer (desktop & web search software), created to store and quickly find documents and files by using the words
contained in the files as key search. In other words, you will be able to index any sites then search directly into them. Basically, it
works as a small search personal engine with two functions: · Indexing of text (alphanumeric characters) contained in the files
according to changeable filters; · Quick finding the indexed text. Furthermore, it has the following utilities which are supposed to
be particularly appropriate for people who uses computers for work (e.g. students): · Site map; · Download; · Copy of updated
version of folders and files (by controlling the date of last change); · Diary, notes; · Search from other applications via "Copy"; ·
Calculator and graph function from a command line; · Cutting graphic images and screen; · Reading (in English) of the selected
text. · Indexing and archiving of CD. This version allows the user to create 10 archives. 2-features: · Indexing of documents in
Unicode · Keywords contained in files to index · Search by date of last modification · Search by contents of files · Search by file
names (case insensitive) · Search by contents of file by using the "replace with" function · Search by file names (case insensitive)
with the "replace with" function · Search by file name · Search by file name (case insensitive) · Search by file name (case
insensitive) with the "replace with" function · Search by file names (case insensitive) with the "replace with" function · Search by
file name (case insensitive) by using the "replace with" function · Search by file names (case insensitive) by using the "replace
with" function · Search by file names (case insensitive) by using the "replace with" function (date of last modification) · Search by
file names (case insensitive) by using the "replace with" function (date of last modification) · Search by file names (case
insensitive) by using the "replace with" function (date of last modification) with the "replace words" function · Search by file
names (case insensitive) by using the "replace with" function (date of last modification) with the "replace words" function · Search
by file names (case insensitive) by using the "

What's New in the?

This version was added by a translation team (including Lord Amund's translation), which means that this version is better and
more complete than the previous one, but it is still not a perfect translation. It contains all the features of Amund's v.2.2b, as well
as the new search for CD under the "Add Files" menu, and an improved version of the CLI. What's new in v.2.2b: v.2.2b: · The
"Add Files" menu under the "Select Documents" menu now displays a list of the found files. · A new search function was added to
the GUI. All you have to do is to press <CR> and the program will search the specified folders. · You can now choose the search
languages. There are 7 languages now. · The command line was rewritten to use a more optimized interpreter. · The new version
has a lot of improvements for performance. · A new function was added: the program can now read and show the selected text and
the selected menu. · And a lot of fixes and corrections were made. v.2.2b: · New search function · A new version has a lot of fixes
and corrections · A new function is added: the program can now read and show the selected text and the selected menu · A lot of
fixes and corrections · New searches were added: · support for DOS paths (e.g. c:\open-folder.txt instead of C:\open-folder.txt) ·
support for Unicode paths · support for drag and drop · support for Windows Directories · Support for more than 300 different
file types. v.2.2b: · New search function · A lot of corrections and fixes · New searches were added: · support for DOS paths (e.g.
c:\open-folder.txt instead of C:\open-folder.txt) · support for Unicode paths · support for drag and drop · support for Windows
Directories · Support for more than 300 different file types. - The projects now can be reopened from the previous project-·
Changing
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System Requirements For 2-Alt:

Hardware Recommendations: Minimum: OS: Windows 8.1 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i3 (4th Generation) or better Memory: 4
GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 560/AMD HD 7850 DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection with 10
mbps download speed Storage: 20 GB available space Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 (6th Generation) or
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